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Modern Cryptography: Protect Your Data with Fast Block CiphersA-LIST Publishing, 2003
This book gives a general picture of modern cryptography. At the same time, it covers specific issues related to developing fast block ciphers using software and/or hardware implementation in a way that is easily understandable to a wide circle of readers. The material dedicated to the meaning of cryptography in informational society, two-key...
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Patent Law for Computer Scientists: Steps to Protect Computer-Implemented InventionsSpringer, 2010
Patent laws are different in many countries, and inventors are sometimes at a loss to understand which basic requirements should be satisfied if an invention is to be granted a patent. This is particularly true for inventions implemented on a computer. While roughly a third of all applications (and granted patents) relate, in one way or another,...
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The Fantastic Inventions of Nikola Tesla (Lost Science)Adventures Unlimited Press, 1993


	While a large portion of the European family has been surging westward during the last three or four

	hundred years, settling the vast continents of America, another, but smaller, portion has been doing

	frontier work in the Old World, protecting the rear by beating back the "unspeakable Turk" and

	reclaiming gradually the...
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Cognitively Informed Systems: Utilizing Practical Approaches to Enrich Information Presentation and TransferIdea Group Publishing, 2006
We dance around in a circle and suppose, while the secret sits in the middle and knows. (Frost, 1971)

It is the laborious life of scientific research that requires us to continually presume, then find support for our presumptions, which either stand the test of time or fall prey to falsifying evidence only to be replaced by new ideas and...
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Genetic Programming IV: Routine Human-Competitive Machine IntelligenceSpringer, 2003

	
		Genetic Programming IV: Routine Human-Competitive Machine Intelligence presents the application of GP to a wide variety of problems involving automated synthesis of controllers, circuits, antennas, genetic networks, and metabolic pathways. The book describes fifteen instances where GP has created an entity...
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B Cell Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2004

	B-lymphocyte development and function remains an exciting area of research for those interested in the physiology and pathology of the immune system in higher animals. While recent advances in genetics and cellular and molecular biology have provided a large spectrum of powerful new experimental tools in this field, it is both time consuming...
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Arduino: A Quick Start GuidePragmatic Bookshelf, 2011

	
		With this Quick-Start Guide you'll be creating your first gadgets within a few minutes, following the step-by-step instructions and photos throughout the book. You'll build your own motion-sensing game controller with a three-axis accelerometer, connect the Arduino to the Internet and program both client and server...
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Science of Wound Healing and Dressing MaterialsSpringer, 2019

	
		This book outlines, from a surgeon’s standpoint, how physicians and mid-level providers working at wound care centres can expeditiously and effectively manage wounds. It comprehensively addresses the concept of wound healing, from the healing process to debridement concepts, and various antiseptics and local antibiotics used in...
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